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Abstract

ABSTRACT

Propelled by questions about
the genuine understanding of
weather, I attempt to find various
collaborative methods with water in
different states in the hydrological
cycle. Through these methods, I
receive input from water directly,
mediating with technologies
humans use as a way to understand
and perceive the world. The marks

that emerge from these inputs
are crypto-linguistic scripts that
whisper water’s memories and
characteristics, a form of gestural
automatism where the immediate
experience of (nature’s) creating
is emphasized and the (human’s)
conscious mind is diluted. This
state of receptivity enables us
to dissolve the hard shell of
vision so we can pass into a more
expansive appreciation and a more
comprehensive understanding of
the elemental world.
I adapted my collaborative
methods using various tools
according to my collaborators’
characteristics (I prefer to call the
different aspects of nature I work
with my collaborators). For the
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sea, I used engraved wood boards
(Chapter 8); for raindrops, I used
water transfer printing (Chapter
4); for river water, I used metal
sheets (Chapter 7); for clouds, I used
mirrors and an antenna (Chapter 2).
This style of collaboration creates
a space between my collaborators
and me where the authorship
can flow and shift. I feel that my
collaborators are the artists and I
am their assistant or curator. For
example, if they are writers, I am
the one who helps them prepare
the paper and ink. But their
creation is actually limited by the
tools I provide them, just like our
thinking is limited by language, so
the authorship still flows back and
forth (Chapter 3). Text is a recurring

element among these methods.
Most of the tools I used helped my
collaborators manifest and leave
marks that altered the texts in their
own language that is illegible to
humans. They are crypto-linguistic
scripts that remind us of nature’s
unknowability. And that realization
is the starting point of dissolving the
hard shell of our vision (Chapter 6).
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Prologue

PROLOGUE

The philosophy of my
collaborative methodology started
with a field trip to RISD Beach
offered by the Digital + Media
department in Fall 2019. When we
first arrived at the beach, a winding
path connecting the beach to the
parking lot split the lush weeds
and led our way. The sandy beach
was wide and spacious. But after

hours of testing the drone boat and
underwater photogrammetry on
the seashore, the rising tide quickly
swallowed up the area we could
move around on, and the path we
had come in on had turned into a
pond with no boundaries in sight—
gone, as if it had never existed. It
was painful to step barefoot on the
gravel under the murky, seemingly
bottomless water, but my heart
leapt. Perhaps it was because I, as
someone who was born and raised
in a city in the Chinese outback,
had never lived in a seaside city
nor ever gotten messy and dirty
from seawater before, but what had
just happened on the beach was
magical to me. My thoughts started
to flood along with the tides. That
19
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day, the sea had only shown me a
tiny fraction of what it is capable
of, but it made me think of the
power of seawater: tremendous
enough to shape and reshape the
land, constantly transforming itself
through cycles around the world at
a scale too large for me to sense and
over a stretch of time too lengthy for
me to imagine.
The journey of that tide began
long before it met me and my
department. It started in rivers and
lakes, in clouds and raindrops; it
started with a string of causality,
belonging to a much bigger system.
It started somewhere distant and
ancient, along with the birth of the
universe many billions of years
ago. We humans cannot even begin

to imagine the experiences and
memories carried by the water,
but we can attempt to, in language,
in images, in a space between us
and the water, through art. Art is a
medium through which we can try.
At that moment, I deliberately
forgot all the wordy descriptions and
explanations of the elemental world
I had learned from other people,
like those received from my physics
teacher, weather forecasters, and
scientists. Why does nature need
somebody else to speak for it? I
wondered: can it introduce itself?
If the ocean could make artworks,
what shape would they be? Thus,
with these questions in mind, I
began to devote my time at RISD to
collaborate with natural systems,
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particularly the hydrological cycle.
My narrative starts at RISD
Beach. It evaporates into droplets
and forms clouds, turns to rains and
snows, falling in the Providence
River. It returns to the Narragansett
Bay, then to the ocean1, along with
a few tears and some mist from my
breath. You can join me at any point.

1
“For all at last return to the sea to Oceanus, the ocean river, like the
ever-flowing stream of time, the beginning and the end” (Carson 1951,
121).
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Stray Lights in My Studio

Chapter 2
2
The Clouds
Stray Lights in My
Studio

“Magicked into being by the inscrutable laws of the atmosphere,
clouds exist in a constant state of flux, shifting effortlessly from one
form to another. One moment, they’re joining and spreading into
undulating layers. The next, they’re breaking into torn shreds. One
moment, they’re building upward in enormous, weighty towers with
dark, brooding bases. The next, they’re cascading back down in
delicate, translucent streaks” (Pretor-Pinney 2011, 6).

2

When Fall Semester of
graduate school started for me in
September 2020, I was assigned an
independent studio space. It is not
large, but it provides enough room
for me to freely experiment with
various collaborative methods with
water. It has three windows, but you
can only see the yellow brick wall of
a building through them.
I could not work without my
collaborator, but I also wanted to
make full use of this new space
assigned to me. I do not hate
brainstorming in limited conditions.
I am familiar with limits. Since
the beginning of my collaborative
experiments, I have been
brainstorming them within a nearly
impossible set of limits—finding
43

The Clouds

Figure 2.1. What my studio space looked like when I first
entered—empty, covered with dust and residue from its last owner; a
blank slate—with three windows facing the building opposite.
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Stray Lights in My Studio

tools so I can collaborate with the
ephemeral, seemingly uncapturable
entities.
Upon examining the
surroundings of the building
where my studio space is located, I
found many interesting geographic
conditions that were worth
attention. I was most excited that
nothing obstructed my view of the
sky above my windows. And in the
sky resides a potential collaborator
of mine—clouds. The cloud is an
important part of the hydrological
cycle, but I had not investigated it
closely enough. So why not bring it
inside my studio?
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Figure 2.2 and 2.3. An attempt I made to bring clouds to me because
they are so out of reach.
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Stray Lights in My Studio

I thought to install a set of
mirrors at a series of specific angles
to bring my collaborators into the
studio. Technically, I could only
bring images of clouds into my
studio. But the reason this image
of a cloud can be captured by our
eyes is that a shaft of sunlight
was reflected by tiny small water
droplets that formed clouds. It
met my mirror, then was reflected
until it got trapped in my studio,
strayed from the streets, a form of
unplugged telepresence. This offers
a method of observation allows
for direct view rather than relying
on someone else’s processing and
embellishment.
The audience’s perception
of this work depends heavily on

real-time weather conditions. I
started my idea as a device that
brings clouds into my studio but
ended up completing a device that
waits for clouds to arrive—like a
cloud-catcher. Clouds are the most
unpredictable and shy collaborator
I have ever worked with. Most of the
time, only a cloudless blue sky was
reflected.
This project itself is also a
mirror of that particular time.
It unexpectedly reflected my
subconscious submission to
isolation during those COVID-193
informed social distancing days. It
reflects a tactic people developed
to see and study the outside world
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3
This is the only project in which I brought my collaborators into my
studio rather than traveling outside to find them. In this way, I could
spend time with them inside in my studio.

The Clouds

through screens or other forms of
mediation, even multiple layers of
mediation. Because the beholder
can be hiding in a secret dark place
without being spotted, this tactic
can sometimes feel voyeuristic.
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Stray Lights in My Studio

Cloud-catcher 4 (2020)

Cloud-catcher presents an
immersive space where a small piece
of sky can be seen in a small dark
room through multiple reflections
via an installation that consists of
three mirrors.

4
This space became a site to engage with rituals of attention, inviting
me and my audience to meditate while waiting for clouds and waiting
to witness what will emerge once we catch one.
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Chapter 3
5
Liquify
On Shifted/Fluid
Authorship

“Today, at any moment, more water rushes through the atmosphere
than flows through all the world’s rivers combined. The molecules
speed around like pinballs, bouncing off one another, off other types
of molecules, off dust and salt from sea spray. Only when air cools do
they slow and begin to stick together, latching on to the gritty particles.
When billions of them have condensed, they form tiny liquid droplets.
Billions of the droplets, in turn, become clouds in the sky. This is the
beauty of water vapor: It falls back to Earth as rain” (Barnett 2016, 19).

5

In his book The Open Work ,
Umberto Eco (1989) describes a
kind of artwork that emphasizes
collaboration and functions as an
invitation to complete work with the
author/creator. The creators of such
collaborative works release part of
their authorship to third parties.
According to Eco, artworks do not
have to be the artists’ personal
product: “The author offers the
interpreter, the performer, the
addressee a work to be completed”
(19). I am also seeking this kind
of collaboration in my practice.
However, instead of using human
spectators as interpreters, I am
trying to collaborate with the
inanimate, with nature, with water
in the natural hydrological cycle.
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I want to find ways to let different
forms of water in nature speak to
me as I receive input from them to
construct the content of artworks
that we collaboratively make
together.
My collaborators and I form
a space. This space has constantly
changing states and boundaries,6
just as water is cyclical. Sometimes
this space is gaseous, enveloping
me, filling me, possessing furry
and wispy edges. Other times it is
solid, sturdy, and hard, possessing
a perceptible distance and a sense
of alienation. In my practice, the

On Shifted/Fluid Authorship

We usually pit what is man-made against what is natural, but humans
can be considered natural, too. We are also already participating in
the hydrological cycle—we see fog on the streets in the early morning
and in the breath we exhale. We see water running in creeks and in our
veins. This space thus becomes complicated—from it arises a sense of
belonging and alienation at the same time. The space changes as your
perspective changes.

authorship of the works does not
belong to me alone. Instead, it drifts
and flows in this space between us,
between interpretation and truth,
between ideation and reality, and
between intentions and accidents. It
is also scattered with the possibility
of information loss and misreading.
These in-between concepts that
emerge from this space seem to
call me and my audience into
a state of receptivity. They are
trying to shift the anthropocentric
singular point of view to a larger
space that includes other entities’
participation. We can begin to see
that there are many things that we
are not aware of or that we take
for granted yet which still exist,
regardless of our perception of

56
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them.
Other artists and theorists
have also entered such spaces and
produced a range of insights. To
John Cage, this space is a gradual
abandonment of human activity,
which makes more room for
potential nonhuman participation.7
To Jane Bennett, in this space, we
can extract testimony directly from
the other—an object/witness—which
shows their potential to converse,
narrate, and teach us things we are
not familiar with.8 To David Bohm,
it is a space where something new is

created that is common to the artist
and the inanimate through the back
and forth between the two.9 Tying
together the ideas of these scholars,
I see a willingness to (1) seek such
space, (2) learn through such space,
and (3) generate new things from
such space.
To me, at first the most
fascinating aspect of this space is
the temptation that we can break
free from our reality and approach
nonhuman perspectives. As I spent
more time on this collaborative
methodology in my own practice,
I realized that the attempt to
eliminate all human elements is

7
According to David Hopkins (2000), receiving the influence of both
Dada and Zen Buddhist philosophy of D. T. Suzuki in terms of passivity,
Cage “saw the imposition of mind or human will as the enemy of
creation; art consisted in purposeless play … [and] questioned whether
art experiences should actually be sought from within objects ” (42).8
In Jane Bennett’s (2010) book Vibrant Matter , she talks about how
a small glass of gunpowder residue sampler offers to a jury its own
microscopic evidence of the details of a homicidal case (9).
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In his book On Dialogue , David Bohm (1996) talks about the
relationship between the artists and the materials they use. He
thinks something very much like communication is involved in this
relationship (4).
9
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unrealistic. When I first started
collaborating with nature, I
considered nature as the artist who
makes all the creative decisions
and myself as nature’s assistant or
curator who prepares the tools for
the artist. But after collaborating
with the ocean, raindrops, and
clouds, I realized that, just as we
can be seen as subjects to the tools
or apparatus that we use,10 nature
is also controlled by the apparatus
I provide for it. The freedom it has
to create is limited and governed by
the apparatus, which itself is heavily
embedded with human ideas and
traces (carefully engraved wood

boards, codes and languages, ink and
paper, mirrors). There is an inherited
feeling of a power structure and
dependence on the technologies
humans have developed that I
cannot get rid of. Now, instead of a
total denial of human perspective
and seeing them as limitations, in
pursuit of absolute objectivity, I
make room for acknowledgement
and understanding of the ways
humans interpret the world. I
am open to embracing the tools
and technologies that we use
to understand the world and to
witness what emerges in the fluid
space between humans and nature,
between me and my collaborator.

10
The idea that we became subjects to the apparatus is brought up by
Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben (2020) in his essay, “What Is an
Apparatus?”
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Chapter 4
11
The Rain
Let Rain Decide

“Something more than water comes down when it rains; you cannot
produce this effect by simple water; the good-will of the elements,
the consent and approbation of all the skyey influences, come down;
the harmony, the adjustment, the perfect understanding of the soil
beneath and the air that swims above, are implied in the marvelous
benefaction of the rain. The earth is ready; the moist winds have wooed
it and prepared it, the electrical conditions are as they should be, and
there are love and passion in the surrender of the summer clouds. How
the drops are absorbed into the ground! You cannot, I say, succeed like
this with your hose or sprinkling-pot. There is no ardor or electricity
in the drops, no ammonia, or ozone, or other nameless properties
borrowed from the air” (Burroughs 1878).

11

Figure 4.1. Doris Cross,12 Raw , n.d. 19.5 x 7.5 in.
Doris Cross appears to have been among the earliest to utilize the
technique Erasure, beginning in 1965.
12
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Erasure is a form of found
poetry or found object art created
by erasing words from an existing
text in prose or verse and framing
the result on the page as a poem
(Figure 4.1). It is a magical act that
enables the performer to converse
with (the creator of ) the chosen
found texts. This act helps the
performer transcend the limits
of time and space. It is not as
precise as online chatting, which
has nearly unlimited word choices
and no delay. Instead, it embraces
errors, misunderstandings, and
assumptions. It mediates and
navigates these things to make new
concepts emerge from the limited
lexicon. Also, “erasing” is an action
that can be achieved not only by
64
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humans but also as a result of
natural events. Scripts can fade after
being scorched and drenched by sun
and rain. The artist remains hidden.
I began to see erasure as a
powerful tool to bridge me and my
collaborator. Can water perform the
act of erasure? It seemed possible. I
wanted water to decide which words
would disappear and which would
remain.
I did not go to rain directly; this
experiment started with the ocean
instead because that is where my
story began. By covering torn book
pages with water-soluble paper, I
was hoping that as sea waves hit the
paper, parts of the water-soluble
paper would dissolve and reveal
some texts while other texts would
65
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remain covered. However, the wave
only moved in one direction to the
shore, so it took away the whole
piece of water-soluble paper. It
could not really change the content
of the book (Figure 4.2).
While I was disappointed
by the failed collaboration, I
started to think about changing
my collaborator to rain. It was
annoyingly wet in Providence’s late
fall in 2019. Returning from one
of my fruitless trips to the beach,
I had an idea. If I worked with
rain, the book’s pages could get
water more evenly distributed on
its surfaces. Suddenly, walking in
the rain became more therapeutic
than ever. The raindrops seemed to
comfort me, calling on me to work
66
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Figure 4.2. Water-soluble paper on book page after hitting by the
waves.
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with them. The raindrops touched
my body in different positions,
transmitted soft sounds through my
skin to my hearing. My thoughts
became caught up in the rhythm of
the rain. The timing and the position
of each raindrop’s encounter with
me was not random but rather
frozen excerpts from a complex
closed loop, or a circulatory system.
However, raindrops were unable
to dissolve the water-soluble paper
with any ease, either. Those watersoluble papers did not go away as
the raindrops hit them. Instead, they
melted and stuck to the book page
underneath (Figure 4.3). I also tried
to scan the book page and then print
directly on the water-soluble paper,
but only the ink dissolved while the
68
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Figure 4.3. Book page covered by water-soluble paper, affected by
raindrops; the water-soluble paper cannot be erased by raindrops.
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Figure 4.4. Water-soluble paper directly printed with scanned book
page, affected by raindrops; only the ink was dissolved by raindrops.
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paper did not. It also stuck on the
surface underneath. I tried to peel
it off but unfortunately destroyed it
(Figure 4.4).
Then I thought of water
transfer printing paper. This
printing method requires wetting
the paper so the contents can
be transferred onto a receptive
surface. By using the rain to wet
the hydrographic films printed
with scanned book pages, some
text transferred to the surface
underneath and some stayed on
the film. I used thin planks as the
receptive surfaces because they are
firmer than paper yet still maintain
a paper-like matte look.
I found books in the library that
had content related to or containing
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descriptions of rain, mostly fiction.
I scanned those books and put them
together to let rain affect them.
Through this process I was able to
create a rain poem collection.
The process of trying to find
an appropriate tool to help my
collaborators manifest optimally by
trying out a range of tools and going
through multiple failures forced me
to take more of my collaborators’
needs into consideration. I needed
to spend time with them and think
about their characteristics and
habits. Then I needed to pair them
with the appropriate tools to see
effects. Some tools failed because
they were designed for human
users, not for my collaborators.
Other tools worked, even if
72
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Figure 4.5. (Left) Some of the text was not wet so it stayed on the
hydrographic films. (Right) Wet text was transferred to the wooden
surface underneath
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they did not fit perfectly for my
collaborators. Compromises could
be made. However, with the help of
various tools, my collaborator and I
have each taken a step toward each
other. Using language as a metaphor
for generating meaning and

communicating,13 my process could
be considered one where humans
begin to read and listen more nonhumanly and where, hopefully, nonhumans begin to talk and write
more humanly.14

13
As humans, it is difficult for us to imagine otherwise. But this is by no
means an appeal for us to empirically project the constituent elements
of human language onto natural phenomena. Nature talks and writes
in its own way that is not in our language.
14
Just as all widely spoken human languages have both written form
and spoken form, the sound of raindrops hitting the papers is the
phonemic version of rain’s writings. The sound was recorded during
the process of making these poems in the rain by me holding the
microphone of my phone tightly against the back of the planks. The
recording consists of a succession of crisp hitting sounds. They sound
very close and clear, quite different from the rain sounds you can find
online used as white noise that sound dense and distant. It is also
interspersed with a few sounds of cars and pedestrians who happened
to pass by because I made the poems in front of the RISD building on
the RISD racks between the street and the sidewalk—those racks are
perfect in size for holding the planks. If I continue with the metaphor
of human languages, the whispers from raindrops are so different than
humans—they refuse to remain in compliance with the linear structure
on the papers. I can hear every hit clearly, and I can see every trace it
left clearly. But I will probably never understand their phonemics and
figure out which trace corresponds to each sound.
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Let Rain Decide

Rain Poems #1 (2019)

In Rain Poems , referential text
in regards to rain was printed on
water transfer printing paper and
left outside in the rain to be affected.
The words that remained visible,
selected by the raindrops through
their pressure and rhythms, are
perceived to be the rain’s poetry.
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Let Rain Decide

Rain Poems #2 (2019)

Rain Poems #3 (2019)
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Let Rain Decide

Rain Poems #4 (2019)

Rain Poems #5 (2019)
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Chapter 5
The Snow
A Snowy Night in
Providence
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On Crypto-linguistic Scripts

Chapter 6
15
Melt
On Cryptolinguistic Scripts

“So now it is really a respectable Buddha [snowman]. With gleaming
eyes and scarlet lips, it sits on the snowy ground. Some children come
to visit it the next day. Clapping their hands before it, they nod their
heads and laugh. But it finally sits there alone. A fine day melts its skin,
but a cold night gives it another coat of ice, till it looks like opaque
crystal. Then a series of fine days makes it unrecognizable, and the
rouge on its lips disappears” (Lu 1985, 40).

15

A recurring element in
my practice is text—questions
engraved on the seaside wood
boards, scanned pages from books
printed on water transfer paper,
words that move with weather
satellites. But those texts do not
really make sense because of
the active participation of my
collaborators who speak different
languages from our own human
ones—the questions were eroded
by the marks of seawater, the
book pages were partly erased
by the raindrops, and the words
following the satellites usually do
not collect together.
For viewers, it is a type of
text that looks meaningless at first
glance. Yet it is full of seeming
99
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potential to be deciphered only if
you can unlock its secret. People
see potential legibility because
the alphabets that compose the
text are familiar to us as common
instruments to convey meaning. But
the illegibility catches up because
the texts are altered in an unfamiliar
language, nature’s language —they
are crypto-linguistic scripts. This
is called the asemic effect, which,
according to Schwenger (2019),
is often found “suspending the
observer in a productive tension”
(10). Though the observers are
open to the possibility of wanting
to decipher it, I am not eager
to complete nor decipher my
collaborators’ language; I am
more focused on the process of

collaboratively working with them.
I use different tools according
to the characteristics of my
collaborators to help them write
better. If I am allowed to make a bold
assumption about nature’s scripts,
only based on the ways that humans
define as writing,16 my gadgets
prepare receptive surfaces for them.
Nature’s impacts on the surfaces are
their writing tools. But the letters,
the orthography, the grammar, the
semantic systems and the ideas they
use all remain a mystery.
We make connections with
the world in different ways (direct
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16
According to Vilem Flusser (2014), “To be able to write, we need—
among other things—the following: a surface (a piece of paper), a
tool (a fountain pen), characters (letters), a convention (the meaning
of the letters), rules (orthography), a system (grammar), a system that
signifies the system of language (semantic knowledge of a language), a
message to be written (ideas), and writing” (20).

Melt

experience, text, image), and each
provides a very different mode of
thinking. Flusser (2008) talks about
the different ways we approach the
world with an example of stone:
The photograph represents the
stone in the form of an image;
the explanation represents
it in the form of a linear
discourse…. Photograph and
explanation are mediations
between me and the stone;
they put themselves between
the stone and myself, and they
introduce me to it. But I can
also walk directly toward the
stone and stumble over it….
We live, roughly speaking, in
three realms—the realm of
102
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immediate experience (stone
out there), the realm of images
(photograph), and the realm of
concepts (explanation). (26)
Continuing with Flusser’s example,
in my practice I try to incorporate
the immediate experience of the
stone with textual explanation (and
sometimes images) to generate an
unusual mode of knowing. In the
17
works, the trace of the direct input
from the stone is not alone. It always
tangles with the communicating
tools we humans have developed,
namely language and images.
According to Bruno Latour (2008), “If no trace is produced, they
[objects] offer no information to the observer and will have no visible
effect on other agents. They remain silent and are no longer actors:
they remain, literally, unaccountable…. This is why specific tricks
have to be invented to make them talk , that is, to offer descriptions of
themselves, to produce scripts ” (79).
17
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Therefore, communication between
me and the stone may fail because
the stone and I speak different
languages . Still, the works may
succeed in communicating with
other people. The illegibility
of nature’s scripts reminds us
of the differences between our
languages , our specific methods
to generate meaning. It calls on us
to meet nature where it is without
needing to push interpretation
in human terms—to instead let
its unknowability reign.18 So, in
this way, we can recognize our
subjectivity and the limits of our
understanding.
The texts may be
According to Schwenger (2019), “If conventional writing demands
that objects translate themselves into our terms, eco-asemics reverses
that, demanding that we come to terms with a language that is to some
degree familiar as a language—but it is not our language” (81).

On Crypto-linguistic Scripts

untranslatable (for today’s human
readers), but they are definitely not
random. The forces that affect the
texts are only excerpts of the larger
natural system, marks of years and
months of compounding effects.
The marks they left are ephemeral
representations of a long, tightly
connected chain of causality within
the system. The scale of this system
is too large and sophisticated
for humans to perceive and
genuinely understand. These are
the subjectivity and limits we face.
When we realize it, we can become
more receptive and respectful
toward nature.

18
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Water in the Providence River

Chapter 7
The River
Water in the
Providence River19

“There is no drop of water in the ocean, not even in the deepest part
of the abyss, that does not know and respond to the mysterious forces
that create the tide. No other force that affects the sea is so strong…
They [the tides] are complicated further by the fact that every body of
water, whether natural or artificial, has its own period of oscillation”
(Carson 1956, 86).

19

The Providence River is an
iconic body of water in Providence
that flows approximately 13
kilometers from Narragansett Bay
to downtown. It is a tidal river that
interacts with the sea and its tides.
The saltwater in the river, just like
seawater, can affect metal easily.20
During the Winter Session of
2019, I lived on the west bank of the
river, and my classes were on the
east bank. I had to cross the river
several times a week. Sometimes I
passed by in a hurry because I was
running late; sometimes I would
look away along the river as though
my sight could follow it all the way
to my previous collaborator—the
Electrochemical corrosion because of moisture, oxygen and salt;
consumption because of bacteria.
20
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ocean. But most of the time when
I crossed the river, I could smell it.
It is a smell that is very difficult to
describe in words. It is a mixture
of fresh and rotten. It is not stable.
It changes subtly every day, every
second. It smells like an invitation to
me to learn what is happening in the
water. Is it possible to capture the
river’s essence? What is the essence
of it? Can I really understand what is
happening in the water at that time?
I hung metal plates in the river
and retrieved them the next day,
and various marks were left on the
boards. Some periods of time in
that watery space were captured,
recorded, and materialized.
Different kinds of metals
formed different patterns I do not
108
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Figure 7.1 The metal plate hanging in the river.
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understand, but they are narrators
of a short journey filled with water,
air, and minerals. I tried to describe
those patterns: Do you think the
brass sheet looks as though the river
had torn off a chunk of it, exposing
reddish brown wounds? Does the
pattern on the aluminum sheet looks
like dark clouds that are raining, as
if the water is talking about its past
experiences? My first impression
of these patterns exposed our
predilection21 that we always try
to code our environment through

Figure 7.2. Metal plates after spending one or two days in the
Providence River
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21
“Dear Zhanyi, … I’m interested in your I started to see interesting
patterns forming from their positions and For example, in this picture
below, the satellites are forming a line. This reminded me that our
predilection, as readers of our environment, is always to find patterns,
and always to recognize what we are capable of recognizing. It will
be interesting to read the patterns of satellite location as, unlike the
stars, they have been placed into their orbits by human beings, whose
patterns are discoverable to us, even if not announced. To read what
we don’t recognize is a different thing. Is it even possible? … All my
best, Mairéad.”
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metaphors of the things we know.
How can I interpret something that
is not in my language?
After I retrieved the metal
plates, I put them in my studio to
keep me company. I will probably
never get two boards with exactly
the same patterns again. Sometimes
I wonder if the river, always so
busily flowing, ever misses these
tiny substances that were part of it
once.22

“What I find most unforgettable about Convoluta is this: sometimes
it happens that a marine biologist, wishing to study some related
problem, will transfer a whole colony of the worms into the laboratory,
there to establish them in an aquarium, where there are no tides. But
twice each day Convoluta rises out of the sand on the bottom of the
aquarium, into the light of the sun. And twice each day it sinks again
into the sand. Without a brain, or what we would call a memory, or
even any very clear perception, Convoluta continues to live out its life
hi this alien place, remembering, in every fiber of its small green body,
the tidal rhythm of the distant sea” (Carson 1956, 94).

22
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Figure 7.3. I put the pattern next to the picture of the near side of
the moon and observe both at the same time, because the tides are
ultimately dragged by the moon.
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Chapter 8
23
The Sea
28 Questions about
the Sea

“So here and there, in a few out-of-the-way places, the darkness of
antiquity still lingers over the surface of the waters. But it is rapidly
being dispelled and most of the length and breadth of the ocean is
known; it is only in thinking of its third dimension that we can still
apply the concept of the Sea of Darkness. It took centuries to chart
the surface of the sea; our progress in delineating the unseen world
beneath it seems by comparison phenomenally rapid. But even with
all our modern instruments for probing and sampling the deep ocean,
no-one now can say that we shall ever resolve the last, the ultimate
mysteries of the sea” (Carson 1956, 122).

23
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28 Questions about the Sea

Where does the water go at low tide?
How did the sand form?
How large is the sea?
How deep is the sea?
How salty is the sea?
Is there any water in the sea that has
not been involved in the hydrological
cycle and has stayed in the sea all
the time?

How do the tides form?
Do all tides originate in the same
spot in the sea?
When the wind is not blowing,
where do the waves of ripples on the
sea originate?
How does the sea get rid of marine
litter?
Where have all the float bottles
gone? I have never spotted one
before.

How can you tell if the tide is rising
or ebbing?
Do seaweeds have roots?
When you find seaweed on the
beach, are they still alive?
Why is the type of sand different in
various places?
What is the color of the sea?
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How many human disasters are
caused by the sea?
Are there humans living at the
bottom of the sea?
How many lives are living in the sea?
How many corpses (human and
animals) are decomposing in the
sea?
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What gives the sand its color?
What sound can you hear in the sea?
Who/what made those sounds?
What happens if all the seawater
disappears?
Will the sea ever freeze one day?
What does the sea think of the
giant Internet cables sleeping at the
bottom of the sea?
What does the sea think of fresh
water lakes?
How much of the seawater has ever
been in my body?
How much of the seawater I have
encountered before?
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28 Questions about the Sea

Questions Answered by the Sea (2019)

I engraved questions about the
sea on wood boards and left them
upright at RISD beach/Tillinghast
Place. As the water goes up and
down, it damages the boards and
changes the content on them. The
marks of water damage and the
altered texts are considered answers
from the ocean. The engraved
questions have two forms—in
English and in Morse Code. Because
Morse Code has relatively simpler
composition, it should be changed
more easily than letters.
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Before I finish my short but
fulfilling time in America, I will
return to the beach and take a look
at my boards. They are messengers
that deliver Nature’s unknowability.
That will be the time of closing the
cycle, one that surrounds me in
Providence, but connects to much,
much more. Maybe years later, I’ll
take a sip of water that once was in
the clouds I saw in my studio. Will I
recognize it?
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Spring
Documentation
The Clouds II

Satellite images, marked by
their vertical perspective, suggest
strong political power behind them
(Steyerl 2011); but access to the
signal of those satellite images is
democratic—the electromagnetic
waves sent by NOAA and METEOR
weather satellites, as a physical
phenomenon, cannot be blocked
from being received by others. On
Reddit, YouTube and other websites,
tens of thousands of people with
simple DIY antennas and decoders
share the weather satellite images
they receive. They also share the
methods and equipment they use
to help one another improve the
quality of these signals.
If we think about the
relationship between weather
125
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Figure 9.2. The signals I received.

Figure 9.1. My antenna and SDR (software defined radio).
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Figure 9.3. Example images from YouTube video, using signals from
different satellites. Different satellites use different systems to transmit
signals. The one I chose to track (Meteor M2) uses low-rate picture
transmission (LRPT). This system transmits pictures line by line so that I
can easily separate “noises” and “signals.”
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satellites and clouds in terms of the
relationship between human activity
and surveillance systems, the cloud/
weather/monitored object itself
becomes a means of antisurveillance
that interferes with the surveillance
signal. The clouds, formed by tiny
water droplets and dust, interfere
with the electromagnetic signals
coming back from the satellite to
the ground, creating “glitches” and
“noises”1 in the picture.
People seem to feel
uncomfortable when they
become aware that they are under
surveillance. Do clouds feel the
same?

The distinction between “signal” and “noise” also has political
implications (Steyerl 2016). We decided the noises are useless because
they do not provide information (that is decipherable by humans).
1
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Figure 9.4. An image I received from the Meteor M2 satellite’s signal in a
quiet parking lot in Providence.
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Figure 9.5. I separated the “signals” and “noises” in the satellite image I
received (Figure 4).
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To answer this question, I
am trying to extract and read the
creation of clouds using the medium
of electromagnetic waves: “noises.”
While reading the The Marvelous
Clouds: Toward a Philosophy of
Elemental Media by John Peters,
I realized that what I was doing
actually embodied my interest in
astonishment: “Heidegger and the
pragmatists, like Thoreau trying
to measure the bottom of Walden
Pond, know that any effort to fathom
the fathomless will only measure
our bottomless capacity for wonder.”
(Peters 2015) In previous works,
I deliberately created unreadable
text, and I celebrated and presented
its unreadability. In this work about
weather satellites, I am continuing
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this thread in a more abstract
manner.
I read the “noises” as a force
of rebellion because they are a kind
of antisurveillance interference
from those under surveillance
(clouds). “Noises” are also a force
of decentralization because they
are the embodiment of the radio
amateurs’ nonprofessional, flawed
equipment and operations, which
also counteracts the sense of power
implied by the vertical perspective
of the images.
The title of this project is Do
Clouds Hate Weather Satellites?
Using a question as the title is
a gesture to remind me and the
audience that I started with a
question, and my assumption is not
132
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the only way to answer it. I invite
others to challenge my assumption
and add their own. We need to stay
humble and remain learners when
we face systems as complex as the
ecosystem. (Meadows 2001)
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